
MIFL’s Monitoring of Sustainability 
Indicators of MIFL Article 8 & 9 funds.

For MIFL Responsible Investment funds, those classified 
as Article 8 or Article 9 under the SFDR, MIFL has chosen 
bespoke PAIs for each fund that it believes are aligned with 
the environmental and/ or social characteristic promotion 
or the sustainable investment objectives of the fund. More 
detailed descriptions of the PAI selected for each fund are 
available in the SFDR annex disclosure documents including 
the pre-disclosure annexes included in the MIFL prospectus 
or the periodic disclosure annexes published with the Annual 
Accounts. Both documents are available on the MIFL website. 

MIFL uses MSCI ESG Manager to calculate the sustainability 
indicators for each reference period. The Manager monitors 
the trend in the PAI over each quarter and engages with 
the third-party asset manager(s), on those PAI, which 
are not performing as expected. The Manager seeks 
to understand the drivers of this negative performance 
and will engage with the third-party asset manager(s) 
seeking to reverse any negative trend over time. 

This data has been disclosed in the periodic annexes for 
both calendar years 2022 and 2023. During the reference 
period calendar year 2023, MSCI implemented a new 
methodology approach that changes two aspects of 
calculating portfolio level PAI scores. The first is the use 
of Point in Time PAI data across the year. The second 
change is the use of a Current Value of Investment (CVI) 
adjustment for each security. The implementation of this 
new methodology means that the comparison to the 
previous reference period, calendar year 2022, while broadly 
similar, is not a like for like comparison and therefore while 
instructive should be understood as not directly comparable. 

To allow for transparency of MIFL’s monitoring of the 
PAI, we have disclosed both PAI data sets for each 
MIFL Article 8 and 9 fund below, showing the PAI 
scores using the new methodology by MSCI ESG 
for the calculation of the PAI (NEW) and without the 
implementation of this new methodology (OLD).

As with all ESG data providers coverage is not universal, with 
certain securities and/or data points not currently captured. 
The data provider coverage has dropped across some of 
the metrics during the reference period and in such cases 
therefore the fields are blank. MIFL reviews on an ongoing 
basis both the provision of specific ESG data and wider 
data provider coverage performance, seeking to minimise 
instances of coverage gaps across reporting periods.

MSCI Methodology Brief

The changes to the calculation methodology, introduced 
BY MSCI in May 2023, affects two aspects of calculating 
portfolio level PAI scores. The first is the use of Point in 
Pime PAI data across the year. In the previous calculation 
methodology, the PAI score for a security would be captured 
over time, the new methodology updates a securities 
score once per year.  This means that changes in holdings 
(investment decisions) are the driver of changes over the 
year and not changes in security level PAI scores themselves.

The second change is the introduction of a Current Value 
of Investment (CVI) adjustment for each security. This is 
used for PAI metrics that are impacted by the valuation 
of a company. The new methodology fixes the company 
valuation when the PAI data is released.  For example, 
if a security releases its Carbon Footprint per Million 
invested in January and over subsequent months the 
security price doubles, the CVI factor would be 0.5 in 
the new methodology. In the old methodology there is 
no CVI factor and the security price remains unchanged. 
Having both the PAI score and the company valuation 
calculated at the same point in time ensures that the 
change in security price does not falsely indicate that the 
issuer had halved its carbon footprint over the year.

Sustainability Indicator (PAI) calculations for MIFL 
Article 8 & 9 funds for calendar year 2023.
Calculations provided for PAI using both the new and old MSCI ESG calculation methodologies.
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